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It is the basic classic of the Mere Ideation. At present, there are a lot of 
researching on complete and mature theory instead of the initial classic. In my 
opinion, it is very important to study in it for understand the course of the Mere 
Ideation. There are four parts in this paper: 
The introduction contains the study state, the study method and study 
significance about the Sandhinirmocanavyuhasutra. 
In the first part, the author simply introduces the edition and the form of it, 
meanwhile, analyses the transitional trait mainly.  
In the second part, the author mainly analyses the four traits about “Absolute 
Truth ”, and points out that the practicality is the basic trait of the “Absolute 
Truth”. 
In the third part, the author moves the “Atona Consciousness” in three parts, 
which other classics don’t have. And mostly analyses the establishment of the 
“Atona Consciousness”.  
In the forth part, the author discusses “the Theory about Three Characters of 
Dharma ” which is very important for Mere Ideation, and analyses the “Three 
Character of Existence” and the “Three Character of Inexistence” from present 
philosophic point. 
At last, the author simply introduces the position of 
Sandhinirmocanavyuhasutra in the history of Buddhism.  
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源流略讲》，认为佛灭于公元前 486 年，公元 50 年到公元 400 年为印度初
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